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Inside the battle for Stanford Olympic sports: ‘For
us, this thing isn’t over until they take us oﬀ the
Stanford athletics page’
Christopher Kamrani (/author/christopher-kamrani/) 2h ago
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There are smiling faces purposefully placed all around Maples Pavilion. They are cardboard
cutouts of fans, faculty and administration. They are put there to make the athletes feel

something. To see something other than vacant seats or tarps that make a barren arena seem
less empty. That’s as close to real fandom as it gets right now in Palo Alto, Calif., due to the

coronavirus pandemic. But when the Stanford men’s volleyball team started warming up for its
last-minute doubleheader against No. 6 Pepperdine last week, the players noticed some
cutouts that they couldn’t seem to shake.

Between the blocks at the net and the spikes driven into the hardwood prior to the match

start, they’d look over at a trio of cardboard cutouts, all of whom have played a direct role in
the discontinuation of one of the most-decorated volleyball programs in collegiate athletics.
Hunter Dickey, a junior from Huntington Beach, Calif., said seeing the smiling faces of

Stanford president Marc Tessier-Lavigne, provost Persis Drell and athletic director Bernard
Muir left him “emotionally drained” after the matches.

“To play in front of people who are cutting you, it just breaks my heart,” said Dickey, a recent

junior college transfer, who was accepted into Stanford last spring. “It’s like … the people who
don’t want you here. It’s the weirdest dichotomy to have.”
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Yet they play. There is a season to win. But for now, it’s going to be the last. Not only for

men’s volleyball, but for 10 other varsity Stanford sports that were abruptly cut last July. The
other sports include field hockey, men’s and women’s fencing, squash, lightweight rowing,
men’s rowing, co-ed and women’s sailing, synchronized swimming and wrestling. The

Stanford athletic department cited severe financial strains due to the COVID-19 pandemic
when the cuts were announced last summer.

Cardinal athletics are renowned not just nationwide but internationally; the school

continuously produces Olympic athletes and future medalists. Since 1912, Stanford athletes
have earned 270 Olympic medals, 139 of them golds. Slicing off 11 varsity sports might’ve

helped ease tensions internally at the university, but eight months later, the decibel levels from
the outside noise have only increased.

When reached for comment by The Athletic, Stanford provided this statement: “As stated in
the FAQ published at the time of the announcement

(https://news.stanford.edu/2020/07/08/athletics-faq/), the decisions to reduce our sport

offerings are final. The decision to discontinue this particular set of sports programs was based

on a thorough analysis that contemplated many factors, including non-financial factors such as
the national and regional profile of each sport and the impact on gender equity and Title IX

compliance. The reasons this set of sports programs was selected are the same reasons one or a
subset of these programs will not be reinstated.”

Powerful alumni want answers. Parents of student-athletes want more transparency. And the
estimated 240 athletes who will see their Stanford careers come to an end — if they haven’t

already — have no choice but to lean into the fight. Organizations of alumni and parents have
spent the past eight months crunching the numbers and say that cutting these sports doesn’t
add up. The school said the athletic department was already operating on a budget that

featured a $12 million deficit, and it estimated that, if not for the cuts, it would balloon to
somewhere near $70 million in the next three years.

Getting rid of these 11 sports would save the school an estimated $8 million each year. Those
working toward reinstating the sports that were cut vehemently disagree. They want to hear

more than the canned answers they say they’ve been getting from the powers-that-be for the
past eight months.
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“We feel just totally brushed aside and just totally ignored and just totally dismissed in a way

that is so unlike the reputation that Stanford is known for,” said Kathy Levinson, a former star
athlete at Stanford in the 1970s. “It’s known for being inclusive, it’s known for being

transparent, it’s known for wanting to come up with unique solutions to complex and difficult
problems.”

The Cardinal won the NCAA women’s volleyball championship after beating Texas in Dec. 2016. (Greg Bartram / USA Today)

Soon after the news stunned the Stanford athletics family, current athletes and famed alumni
managed to find a way to connect in just a week’s time. Volleyball players and fencers found

themselves on Zooms with former Olympic medalists and former star professional athletes.

Soon, parents joined in, too. They’re called “36 Sports Strong” and they formed this grassroots
campaign with the hopes of pressing Stanford on reversing course. Zoom town halls became a
weekly fixture. For some, it was daily.
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And from the outset, the theory that eliminating these 11 sports could ease the financial
burden never added up for those part of the 36 Sports Strong.

“From the beginning, we were definitely skeptical about the financials,” former Stanford

fencer Alexander Massialas said. “They said they were going to save $8 million a year for

cutting these 11 sports, but those expenses don’t even come close to adding up to $8 million a
year. That was an immediate red flag.”

Members of the organization mobilized further, utilizing financial information from the

school to prove to the administration that these 11 sports being cut would be a drop in the

bucket compared to the long-term financial issues the school said it would face. The group

commissioned an in-depth study into the financial theories Stanford used and it found that

the 11 sports cut accounted for 7.8 percent of the sport-specific spending. The elimination of
these sports would result in a cut of 27 percent of the student-athletes currently enrolled at
Stanford.

“I think we’re living in a world now where, if the people who are strong aren’t taking a stance
for those who don’t have a voice it’s easy for something like this to happen, and it’s flat out
wrong,” former Stanford basketball star Jennifer Azzi said.

The 36 Sports Strong group managed to raise $40 million in conditional pledges specifically

for the cut programs, and Levinson estimates that number will only balloon as 2021 rolls on.
But when the group asked the Stanford administration for more time to add to the $40
million pot that would serve as self-endowments to keep the 11 sports alive, they’ve

continually hit what Levinson describes as “a brick wall.” The university has said that in order

to sustain the longevity of the 11 sports from a self-endowment perspective it would cost $200
million. Recent conversations with Provost Drell were frustrating to Levinson and the group.
Drell also said the financial figures made public do not paint the entire picture of Stanford’s
difficult budgetary situation.

“We’re a university so many look to for guidance and how to run programs and create this
broad-based approach, and if we’re hacking sports out of this picture and setting that

precedent with all the money we have and endowments, then what does that mean for other
universities?” said Julie Foudy, a two-time World Cup soccer champion and Olympic gold
medalist, now a broadcaster at ESPN.
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The Keefes know Stanford. And they love it. Adam and Kristin are former volleyball stars
who played in the 1980s and 1990s. Their twin daughters, Michaela and Caitlin, played

volleyball for the Cardinal, too. And their son, James, is a 6-foot-9 sophomore forward on the
Stanford basketball team. But when Adam Keefe heard about the cuts, he was floored.

“I’ve just never seen this idea come out of Stanford that it’s completely OK to lose your

institutional integrity for a budget,” said Keefe, who was a two-sport athlete at Stanford and
went on to play in the NBA for nine seasons. “They handled 240 people like a budget-line
item.”

Keefe joined the 36 Sports Strong cause. The tight-knit Stanford men’s volleyball community
joined forces, too. When asked what is the necessary first step to getting the university to be
more receptive to keeping the 11 sports rather than eliminating them, Keefe said it’s not a
matter of being heard, but more a matter of principle.

“I think the first thing that needs to happen is to see that the president and provost are

misrepresenting facts that 240 athletes could reduce the deficit is not an acceptable way to go
about this,” he said. “That’s what needs to happen.”

The administration has tied itself to the argument that this is strictly a financial move, but
there are other theories. Most prominently, it’s more general admission flexibility. Twelve

percent of athletes make up the Stanford student body. Stanford operates at a low acceptance
rate annually, so opening up spots, in theory, would allow for the school to have more
flexibility regarding who they want to allow in.

“Just don’t ruin the lives and experience of the 240-plus kids either (currently) there or who
were committed to wanting to go to and compete at a place like Stanford,” Levinson said.

“There are ways to do this that we might have disagreed with, but would’ve at least preserved
their institutional integrity.”
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“We’re a university so many look to for guidance and how to run programs and create this broad-based approach, and if we’re hacking
sports out of this picture and setting that precedent with all the money we have and endowments, then what does that mean for other
universities?” said Julie Foudy, taking a photo with teammates of the 1999 United States Women’s National Team in 2019. (Meg Oliphant
/ Getty Images)

Madeline Liao was enjoying a balmy summer day in her backyard when her coach sent her a

text message telling her it was over. Liao was relaxing, doing some yoga on her mat in the sun.
Then the tears came. She cried and cried on her yoga mat. The two-time All-American

honorable mention foil fencer saw her junior year cut short suddenly in March 2020 when the
pandemic took hold.

The Stanford fencing teams went to work once Muir told them fencing was soon to be a part

of Stanford history. They had an entire team dedicated to spreading the word. Fencers were in
charge of social media pushes, there were strategy teams, those studying the financials the
school released. Massialas said men’s and women’s fencing cost the university roughly
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$230,000 a year combined. Liao, now a senior from Fresno, wrote a story in the Stanford
Daily specifically challenging Stanford’s claim of “no disproportionate impact on any
demographic” as part of the cuts.

After analyzing demographic data within the Pac-12 Conference and the Stanford student
body, Liao estimates that Stanford’s decision to eliminate the 11 varsity sports will cut the
Asian student-athlete population by as much as 60 percent.

“It kind of indicates they couldn’t ensure they were preserving the diversity of Stanford
athletics,” she said.

Liao opted not to compete her senior season due to the pandemic. Her parents are healthcare
workers, and her father, Dan, is an emergency room physician. If not for COVID-19, Liao’s
plan was to take this year off and return next season as she takes a fifth year of schooling to

start on her Master’s degree. The administration, Liao said, has made it seem like it’s doing

the 240-plus athletes a favor by allowing them to compete one last time, but this last year has
been nothing close to what a normal swan song would be.

“Given that they did this during such a tumultuous time in the U.S. with COVID and the

calls for more racial justice, the athletic cut does pale in comparison to that, and I do recognize
that,” she said, “but it did feel a little unfair that they were using these issues as a cover-up to
get this passed without making a big deal about it.”

As all these athletes compete in empty arenas or outside in front of stands that feature no

friends or family members, the fight continues. Levinson said the group is targeting the April

board of trustees meeting as another shot to be heard and to plea that this decision is reversed
or, at the bare minimum, revisited. Those like Hunter Dickey refuse to thoroughly entertain

the possibility that he’ll have to pack up and find a new school come summer, but admitted he
is afraid of that alternate reality.

In the meantime, the Cardinal still have a season to play.
“As long as we’re here, we’re fighting, and we believe we can change this thing,” Dickey said.
“For us, this thing isn’t over until they take us off the Stanford athletics page.”

(Top photo of Stanford University student athletes and administrators celebrating winning the

2015-2016 Division I Learfield Sports Directors’ Cup in 2016: David Madison / Getty Images)
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What did you think of this story?

MEH

SOLID

AWESOME

Christopher Kamrani (/author/christopher-kamrani/) covers the Utah Utes for The Athletic. He previously worked at The
Salt Lake Tribune as a sports features writer and also served as the Olympics reporter. Follow Christopher on Twitter
@chriskamrani (https://twitter.com/chriskamrani ).
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David S.

2h ago

So a bunch of families who can aﬀord private lessons, 'travel teams', et al. for random sports (which
nobody pays any attention to) are annoyed that the money they spend won't get them a leg-up at
Stanford anymore .. is what I'm reading.
7

Clay S.

58m ago

@David S. No.
2

Trevor P.

33m ago

What an awful take
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2

Dallon C.

32m ago

@David S. There are other sports in the world besides football, men's basketball, and baseball.
1

Jen A.

2h ago

As a Stanford alum this decision had been especially disappointing when we first got to hear about it. I
think you did a wonderful job in capturing the disappointment of sacrificing institutional integrity for
financial line items. I was not an athlete on the Farm and don't know enough about the finances, but their
Q and A didn't seem to add up to me viz-a-viz the structure of the endowments, for some reason.
Your article provided some clarity to me in the discomfort I had felt about the process - the cageyness
and inflexible approach to this that goes so against the grain of what the Stanford spirit is about; yet
seeing how the students have mobilized themselves I couldn't help but feel a sense of optimism - yes,
that's exactly what I loved most about Stanford while I was there, make the change you want to see
happen. (As an aside, the fan in me is so proud at how the wnba saw how nneka mobilized everyone last
season)
Thank you for a great article that spoke directly to how I was feeling.
8

Stephen S.

1h ago

This is heartbreaking. Stanford is an astonishingly well endowed institution. Even $200 million is doable
for them, without much pain.
What this is, and I’m seeing it in my extremely well endowed university employer as well, is something
called the Shock Doctrine. It is about these institutions seizing the day to make changes that they would
never have done with out the cover of the pandemic. It is vile and inexcusable.
8

David S.

54m ago

@Stephen S. welcome to the real world? does it really need such an ominous name?
these niche sports rich families use to gain entrance need to go away actually I think there's a valid
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these niche sports rich families use to gain entrance need to go away .. actually, I think there s a valid
argument to made that ALL of the them should end (including football, basketball, et al.)
and please, I don't need a lecture, I know all of the justifications for them.
2

Anthony P.

1h ago

gotta make room in the budget to keep and expand spending on the ‘for-profit, money bonanza “games”
: american football, basketball, and baseball... american Universities aren’t institutions dedicated to
advancement of knowledge and society, they’re incubators of future capitalist ‘talent’ for the corporate
state... why else would ‘universities’ sell corporate suites at their basketball arenas and american football
stadiums for big big money?
2

Robert L.

52m ago

@Anthony P. You do realize that the for profit money games of football(is there any other kind) and
basketball bring in the money to the athletic department that helps fund all these non-revenue
sports. The decision to cut the 11 sports seems short-sighted and frankly unnecessary but don't
blame football, because without football money the majority of these other sports don't have
funding.
7

Anthony P.

51m ago

please: athletics and sport is a supplement to education, not a money-funding operation. so what
you are arguing is university athletics need to turn a profit and if they don’t, cut it and redirect the
funding to ‘profit-making’ sport... when a University coach gets million-dollar plus salaries for those
profit money games while the kids get a scholarship IF they don’t get injured and crippled for life
before they graduate - otherwise, they’re just non-union, unrepresented labor who get their
scholarships cut when they can’t play... universities are institutions of development and learning /
knowledge advancement, NOT the farm-system for the Big 3 american sport monopolies they’ve
become...

Peter Z.

1h ago

What a complete JOKE from Stanford athletics.
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Joshua B.

55m ago

Same place that prioritize administrators getting vaccines over front line workers.
Not too surprising to hear a story like this soon after. Administrators don't care about students, the same
way they don't care about nurses, resident physicians, and other health care workers.
Administrators care about only themselves and their own salaries.

R. Mark B.

55m ago

No dog in this fight but I’m conflicted. On the one hand, I hurt for the students adversely impacted. That
is who Stanford should be looking out for. On the other hand, Stanford is doing exactly what I wish my
alma mater would do, because my school overextended in Olympic sports as well, causing a major
financial and performance drag on the two main revenue sports of football and basketball; which are the
only sports most of our alumni care about. Also, Stanford is wealthy and could surely cover “the bills” out
of their enormous endowment, but why should they? Finally, as a private school they don’t owe
transparency to anyone, although that would be nice for their current students and alumni. The
reckoning has begun if this is happening at a school as wealthy and prominent as Stanford.
1

Jason S.

48m ago

This is just Stanford getting out in front of the NIL disaster and blaming it on SARS-CoV-2. Schools are
going to be left with M/F basketball, maybe baseball/softball, football, and 85 F sports scholarships to
cover football.
2

Clay S.

43m ago

Why would NIL cause this? Third parties are paying athletes, not the schools. What am I missing?
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Bob S.

22m ago

28.9 billion endowment at the end of their last fiscal year. If you divide that by the false number given of
70 million, these sports could be funded for 413 years if they got no interest on this money and no more
donations.
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